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• The dollar continues to benefit from safe-haven flows on the last trading day of the week with the

US Dollar Index stretching higher toward 110.00. Eurostat will release revisions for August HICP

inflation figures and the University of Michigan will publish the preliminary September Consumer

Sentiment Index data ahead of the weekend.

• Meanwhile, the data from China showed earlier in the day that Retail Sales rose by 5.4% on a

yearly basis in August, surpassing the market expectation of 3.5%. Additionally, Industrial

Production expanded by 4.2% in the same period, compared to analysts' estimate of 3.8%. Despite

these upbeat data, the market mood continues to sour.

• European Central Bank (ECB) Vice President Luis de Guindos said on Friday that they don't have

any estimates of the terminal rate.
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➢ The EUR/USD pair is continuously oscillating around the critical figure of 1.0000 amid the

unavailability of any potential trigger that could direct a decisive move.

➢ European Central Bank (ECB) policymakers have admitted that the central bank underestimated

the pace of inflation and is now facing extreme hurdles in containing the same. This has soared

fears of stagflation. Also, the deepening energy crisis ahead of the winter season will keep the

shared currency bulls on the tenterhooks.

➢ A sustained move below the 0.9950 support will send the asset towards the 0.9900 level before

challenging the two-decade low, around the 0.9860. On the flip side, the 1.0050 resistance

restricts immediate EUR/USD upside before directing the bulls to the swing low of September

12, around 1.0100.
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➢ GBP/USD refreshes intraday low around 1.1450 after the UK’s Retail Sales dropped more than

expected in August, as per the latest published during early Friday. Adding strength to the bearish

bias are the hawkish Fed bets and the rebound in the US Treasury yields.

➢ UK’s Retail Sales for August marked 5.4% YoY contraction versus -4.2% expected and -3.4%

prior. Details suggest that the Retail Sales ex-Fuel printed -5.0% the figure compared to -3.4%

market consensus and -3.1% (revised down) previous readings.

➢ A clear downside break of September 07 low around 1.1410, directs GBP/USD bears towards the

four-month-old downward sloping support line, near 1.1350. Meanwhile, recovery remains

elusive until the quote stays below the resistance of 1.1480.
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➢ USD/JPY remains sidelined while consolidating the recent gains, as traders await key data/events

amid a sluggish session and cautious mood heading into Friday’s European open.

➢ On Thursday, Japan’s ruling Liberal Democratic Party's (LDP) Policy Chief Koichi Hagiuda

called for an additional stimulus package worth over JPY 30 trillion ($208.97 billion) to tackle

the inflation and weak yen problem, Sankei newspaper reported.

➢ A five-week-old ascending support line, around 142.15 restricts the short-term USD/JPY

downside. However, the upside momentum needs validation from the double tops near 145.00 to

retake control. An occurrence of the same will drive the asset towards 146.00, followed by 18

August 1998 high at 146.50.
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➢ XAU/USD is licking its wounds after Thursday’s over $40 meltdown. Gold price remains

vulnerable amid the hawkish Fed narrative, with hefty rate hikes on the cards in the coming

months.

➢ Further, India announced a cut in its base import price for gold along with a few other

commodities, which renders negative for the metal while China's demand concerns still persist,

despite an unexpected growth in the country’s economic activity.

➢ A sustained move below the $1,660 support will send the precious metal to 08 April 2020 low

surrounding $1,640. Meanwhile, recovery moves will be restricted by the support of $1,680

ahead of challenging early September bottoms surrounding $1,690.
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➢ Wall Street ended sharply lower on Thursday, extending its losses in late afternoon trading as a raft of

economic data failed to alter the expected course of aggressive tightening by the Federal Reserve

amid growing warnings of global recession.

➢ The S&P 500 was down 1.13% to 3,901.34. The sellers need to conquer the support of 3,900 to aim

for May 20 low surrounding 3,800. A breach of the latter will drag the asset towards July 14 low

around 3,725. Meanwhile, the resistance of 4,000 restricts recovery moves before directing the bulls

to 4,070.

➢ In company news, Adobe Systems said it agreed to acquire design software firm Figma in a $20

billion cash-and-stock deal. Shares of Adobe sank almost 17%, the worst performer on the S&P 500

and the Nasdaq. The top gainers on the two indices included Netflix, with shares up 5%.
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